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OF
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(SYNOPSIS)
A royal family known as the Tyrain family, empire to the planet
and airspace of Tyrainia carries a traitor, Sidorous Tyrain, who
attempts murder onto his brother, the planet's current leader
and older brother to Sidorous, King Coren Tyrain, for reason of
the throne. King Coren decides by royal law and family justice,
dismisses Sidorous from the planet, sending him into complete
isolation on a holding station far away from their planet. The
King having three children, two boys and one girl, the oldest by
two years from the middle, the girl, Cornelia N. Tyrain, the
middle older by one year from the youngest, Laurence T. Tyrain,
and the youngest, Xavior S. Tyrain. Xhavior, carrying the first
name of his dismissed uncle Sidorous as his middle name for,
Xavior S. Tyrain is the only one of the three siblings that had
ever spent time with their uncle, who had constantly warned him
of family greed and betrayal, phsycologically training the young
Xhavior to uptake what he may not complete if he fails, which he
did with his plan of murder to his brother, causing him to be
sent into isolation. Seeing this day of his uncle departing onto
the transport ship to the holding station, Xhavior is the only
of the group in tears, for he was the one who knew most of his
uncle, yet did not know that he was using Xhavior as a future
brain washed weapon to continue his personal goal against the
family for power to the throne. Many years pass and King Coren
notices the disturbing behavior resembling to his brother
Sidorous within Xhavior towards his siblings, so decides to send
him to a high end secured boarding academy, without handing
Xavior his crest key, built to open the vault to obtain the deed
of his future throned territory until he returns from his
teachings at the academy, the deed of his future territory held
within the same location as those of his siblings as well,
within the Tyrain Family's highly secured vault. The vault
orbits within a certain radius of Tyrainia's exterior air space,
past the atmosphere level, within the planet's surrounding
asteroid belt, the vault disguised as one of the asteroids
themselves, not any larger nor any smaller, any of the royal
family's crest keys can access through the vault and enter
within. Back to the story line. The Royal Academy Of Tyrainia is

a certain designed school system for the planets wealth sector,
offspring from 16 - 21 that carry personal issue their families
would like to be straightened. Xhavior feels abandoned by his
family for sending him away from the palace for a years course
at the academy, to him, his uncles words were right, but without
Xhavior knowing that he has been acting like his uncle who had
attempted murder onto the king, yet Sidorous told Xavior that it
was all a lie, even though it wasn't, and because of his
brainwashing method to Xavior when he was a young boy, Xavior
out of love, believed his uncle and listened to every word he
had spoke to him of, even to the point of accidentally calling
him father.
During his stay at the academy, Xhavior makes friends with a boy
about the same age as him, meet Nealon Noon. Nealon is the son
of the family that founded the well known cargo company known as
Noon Sky, his father strictly under the family law of continuing
the family business, yet Nealon has no absolute interest in what
his father does, except he carries
the dream and ambitions of
being a Starship architect or Royal Engineering involving any
class of Starship. Every time his father took him to work with
him to observe and learn how the business works, but Nealon
never payed attention, always ran to the cargo rigs flight deck
spending time with the pilots who enjoyed his company and
interests on ship flight, so in conclusion, his father sent him
to the academy to tighten and direct his focus towards what his
family paid the academy to teach him. Throughout his time at the
academy, Nealon constantly drew this one specific design of ship
craft that he had always shown Xhavior in different directions,
functions, and Xavior's question was always, "How and when are
you going to do it Nealon?". Luckily carrying the genetic family
trate, Nealon had the eye for design, his lines and construct
for understanding definition and perspective gave him a natural
born gift of industrial arts. Both Xhavior and Nealon grew as
close friends, everyday finding out something new to venture
through within the academy, yet Xhavior never spoke of his
background and reason why he is at the academy to anyone,
including Nealon, until one day when something turned his life
around. The day Xavior met Jetna Ridgeport, a female student
from the female side of the academy's campus and daughter of one
of Tyrainia's leading head political advisers to the Royal
Tyrain Family. Jenna was brought up completely up right and well
mannered, both her parents overly strict with Jetna, caused her
to become heavily stressed and lash out returning comment to her
father who has constantly insulted her for never doing a good
enough job by his or her mother's side, knowing that her father
would have preferred a boy rather than a girl, Jetna's mother
passed on after delivering her as a baby, Jenna has only ever

seen photos of her mother and wishes for one day to see her
again forever when she passes on. During lunch, both wings of
the academy share the large center cafeteria, and sometimes male
classes pass female classes divided by glass bridge walks from
one wing of the academy to the other overlooking the city, this
is where Xavior first saw Jetna and immediately told Nealon,
who's head was usually in the clouds, but always made time for
good old Xee Boy as he called Xavior. Finally during one lunch
at the cafeteria, Xavior invited Jetna to sit at their table,
one thing led to another through cute questionable first
attraction, and there you go, the duo now became a trio, Jetna
finding Xavior admiring, mysterious, and adventurous decided to
join the crew, and now every lunch and after school, the three
would explore areas of the campus belonging only to authorized
personnel and much more, telling stories, trading and selling
their studies with a few of the other students, taking the blame
for one another when one was in trouble, all of the beauty that
true friendship naturally offers through love. At the last day
before graduation, the academy throws a congradulations party,
all of the students enjoy a free day to do anything but work, a
dream for every school suffering student. After the celebration,
Nealon seemed to have lost visual of both Jetna and Xavior, not
able to find them, he then checks his and Xavior's boarding
room, but no one. While in the bathroom, Nealon hears his room
door open, followed by the voices of Xavior and Jetna and
overhears
Xavior
whispering
what
seems
to
be
something
confidential. Xavior is explaining his goal and life plan to
Jetna on leaving the academy and finding a way to reach and free
his isolated uncle from captivity, asking Jetna to either go
with him or not go at all, Jetna doesn't know what to say, it
sounds to big of a mission for young kids of only 17 years old,
Nealon hearing this flushes the toilet of the restroom capturing
both Xavior and Jetna's attention, exiting the restroom, stating
that he can help only if he can pilot the vessel they will need
to reach Xaviors irrational uncle freeing goal, but before you
know it, the three are already packing their bags and rondevous
at the academy's back hall, where left over party decorations
hang, they run their way down the hall with their entire lives
on their back, over their shoulder, or in their hands, the
trio's first true adventure.
Nealon leads the group onto the nearby city's Sky Rail transport
system, their exit at Nealon's family buisness, the Noon Sky
Central Docking Station, Nealon states that he has been here so
many times, he knows almost every tunnel, port, and shaft they
have ever built, due to the blueprints he has always read at
home on his father's office desk. Nealon leads them in without a
problem, arriving into main transport dock, at the far end of

the massive steel bred interior, is another extremely large bay
door leading to the standby flight dock, meaning that there are
only rigs that aren't complete for a 100% initiated take off,
cargo
still
loading,
mechanical
problem,
fuel
charging,
ect...The crew of three silently and cautiously make it within
the standby dock. Nealon chooses a smaller cargo rig, parked at
the end of the silent dock, their footsteps echoing throughout
the hanger. They all securely enter the mini rig, settle
themselves into the flight deck, Nealon at the controls working
his magic the best he can, Xavior remembering the directions as
Nealon types and finds them into the ships central navigational
system, Jetna assisting checking the ship's supply room and food
and survival stock. The crew of three finally strap in, and get
ready for launch. A new crew, not knowing that their legacy as
Tyrainia's Trio has taken its first step to stardom. The rig
launches and they are soon off into airspace, Nealon deepening
his voice as he communicates with the control tower crew, who
surprisingly believe his act, due to his years of listening to
the large rigger pilots and their patterned take off code, both
Xavior and Jetna are stunned by Nealon's accomplishment, thanks
to his love of starships, even though the dashboard is a little
too high for him, the view is withstandable. The crew are now
successfully on their way, they decide to celebrate a little,
Xavior more serious then both Jetna and Nealon, but still
carries a smile to their determined success. After the mini
celebration of jokes and fizz, the group decide to take a rest,
Nealon having put the ship into auto pilot in coordinates to
their selected destination, The Royal Tyrain Holding Station.
All three using only three of the ships emergency blankets that
Jetna had brought up to the flight deck earlier, Nealon sleeping
close to the controls incase of anything and both Xavior and
Jetna together near towards the deck's middle underneath the
large skylight, previewing the stars of the galaxy slowly
passing by as the two hold each other speaking themselves to
sleep, Nealon silent to himself, staring out through the
cockpits front windshield, Xavior finally falls asleep, Jetna
then turns to look at the silent Nealon. All three extremely
nervous within themselves for the unbelievable adventure they
are realizing they have actually took up and are continuing on
with.
Our crew of three sleep peacefully, the rig is silent, only the
soft beeps of the cockpits electronic system sound when needed,
the ships vibration keeping all three lulled asleep. Suddenly
the ship abruptly rumbles and has decreased speed at a rapid
rate waking up all three out of their sleep, they have either
hit something, or something has hit them. They find out by the
cockpits view cameras placed throughout the rig that they have

been boarded by a ship of pirates, Nealon magnetically seals the
flight decks main entry door, keeping them under a double
security system. The rigs exterior hull has been badly damaged
and has low capability of escape, the rear thrusters fuel shaft
has been blown apart causing the rig to lose all flight power
leaving it gliding to wherever the solar winds take it, but for
now the pirate freighter has a hold on the rig, keeping it in
place for infiltration. Jetna asks how they will defend
themselves, and Nealon already knowing where the armory closet
is located, pulls out three of the sub machine guns, very heavy
for the three, but they manage. Before they can continue, one of
the pirates voice approaches from behind the flight deck door,
unable to access entry due to the magnetic seal, the group
beginning the shakes, Jetna realizing their lives nearly
flashing before their eyes, xavior does his best to comfort her,
Nealon standing the most strong, but just by a fragment. Another
pirate is called up and finally unlocks the door, silence, then
all hell breaks lose, Jetna charges out of fear, is shot in her
left leg, Xavior after her fires onto the pirate that had shot
her down arriving to Jetna, the bullet hitting the pirate,
Nealon then arrives, but is held back from someone or something
that gained entry through another access, all three drop their
weapons, Xavior only caring to assist Jetna, Nealon placed next
to them by he who was holding him, Cyron Helmus, first assistant
to the leader of this pirate crew and father of Victor Helmus,
future partner to Xavior. The pirate crew's leader, who's voice
finally appears from behind the shadows of the flight decks
entry stairwell as he makes his way up, Xavior not believing
what he is hearing, could it be that voice, and then sees him,
the Sidorous Tyrain himself, his uncle, leader of a pirate crew.
What destiny this is to Xavior. Xavior asks his uncle to help
him and his friends, Sidorous agrees, but Jetna does not, she
will not trust the leader of a crew that injured their group, to
her Xavior had lied to his friends, and now sees the truth of
who his uncle truly is, nothing the way Xavior had described him
at the academy, Nealon as well decieved, ashamed to look Xavior
in the eyes. Sidorous again reminding the very same words from
the past of greed and dishonest friendship, if his two friends
truly loved him, they would stand by his side no matter what
situation. The confusion nearly erupting within Xavior's mind,
until Jetna has enough and finally strikes out insulting
Sidorous and his worthless being of a human, the pain on her leg
holding Xavior from returning argument to her, nealon moving in
to assist Jetna, Jetna wrapping her arms around Nealon in a
manner that Xavior can't believe as she states that she is
finished with him and would rather he be dead then fall into the
hands of his uncle. Just then all tables have been turned as
Xavior S. Tyrain backs into his uncle realizing what he thinks

is true, which isn't that his friends have betrayed him, due to
the resurrecting brainwash his uncle had planted within him.
Xavior departs tears in his eyes as the only love he had ever
had bleeds on the floor next to his best friend, who finally
stares at him, xavior's eyes in complete deception as he departs
into the shadows, mind blank, a wrong choice, a shaded chapter,
now to be known as Sidorous X., replacing X from Xavior with S
of his middle name to his first name, since he carried down his
uncle's first name as his middle name, considering himself to be
the follow up, finally beginning to emerge out from his uncle's
legendary shadow. Xavior and his new family departs the rig and
just as Xavior approaches his final steps before boarding the
large freighter of his uncle, his mind suddenly switches,
turning around and attempting a dash back for the rig, but
Sidorous stopping him at the bridge entry, looking down at him
with that of a caring glare, his energy telling him, not to
worry.
The pirate freighter takes off, leaving Nealon and Jetna behind
in the abandoned rig. Nealon now doing his best to assist the
nearly destroyed and injured Jetna, her emotion breaking away
piece by piece through every beautiful memory she ever had with
Xavior, not allowing to believe what is happening. Nealon sees
that the cockpit displays no more power, oxygen levels
decreasing, the ship is basically considered scrap metal. The
two make their way to the twin emergency shuttle bridge,
climbing in and launching themselves on reserved fuel out and
away from the rig.
In the escape shuttle, Nealon isn't familiar with how its
controls actually function and has a hard time with it, then
accidentally pushes a few unfamiliar buttons and switches
activating a search for the nearest planet to land on system.
During their time in the shuttle, Jetna's leg isn't getting any
better, Nealon doing the best he can to take care of her the
best possible, until she finally tells him something he will
never forget from this point on into his entire life, Jetna
Ridgeport tells Nealon Noon that she has always loved him,
Nealon sits shocked, one of his best friends falling within his
arms has just told him something more profound then any other
meaning that he as a human being has ever felt from anything or
anyone ever before, just then Jetna struggles her neck up
impacting Nealon with a kiss as she takes her last breath and
passes on, her dream to meet with her mother has finally come
true, Nealon still and taken into a world of new inner discovery
breaks down and lets loose his tears, drowning through the
shuttles metal flooring.

The shuttle finally reaching the accidentally routed nearest
planet's atmosphere, on one side it being a good accident for
their fuel and oxygen resolve was low, due to the rig's impact
earlier. The shuttle fires its way through the planets high
cloud line shaking at unbearable calibrating conditions, the
ship feeling as if it could burn apart at any moment, until,
blue skies, the weather bright and doused in sunshine, a
tropical planet, the waters, crystal clear, the sand white as
the clouds depart giving view to Nealon holding the passed on
Jetna within his arms, the sunlight reflecting on the dashboard,
nearly blinding Nealon's teared filled eyes as he looks up at
the planet's approaching beauty. The shuttle gliding down the
planets blue skies, finally skid crashing onto one of the nearby
deserted beaches shallow water, Nealon not wanting to leave
Jetna's body behind, taking it bravely in tears with him over
his back and across the beach's hot sanded coastal line, hoping
to find a sign of civilization, hoping that this isn't a nature
only bound planet.
After journeying across the shoreline for many hours, Nealon
finally sees what seems to be a small town on the near heat
drenched horizon, but can't take another step due to the heavy
heat and unbearable fatigue, not able to make it, finally
falling forward and passing out on the soft white sand below,
Jetna's body dragging down next to him.
Nealon is awaken later by a young boy about the same as him, the
young islander carrying a darker skin tone, meet Jamal Westwind.
Jamal is the son of Sand Dollar town's leading mechanics for a
ship and part repair service. Nealon finds himself somewhere
within the small tropical civilization he had seen before he had
passed out on the beach earlier. Without hesitation jolts awake
in search for Jetna, who he finds lying next to her, he runs to
her, puts his ear against her chest to hope miraculously for a
heartbeat, but no, nothing, then the voice of the islander boy
that had discovered Nealon on the beach earlier speaks out
telling Nealon that they can bring her to Crystal Lake, a lake
located in the center of Mt. BlueFire, the planet's only
towering peak, its name leading after the planet's capital city
located at its baseline, Bluefire City. The volcano has been
dormant for over 8,000 years and over those years, the magmatic
pressure built underneath within its internal and still
passionately burning core has produced that of rare rock
evolution, the volcano's peak opening carving itself inward a
few hundred meters, filled with the natural heated water of
thousand ton geysers flowing upward filling the volcano's peak
inners, overflowing the peaks upper surface, causing multiple
waterfalls to gracefully pour downward into the grand rock lakes

below, the volcano's inner peak surface growing with large
crystals, giving the one of a kind tower it's name. On the
planet of Solflare, the inhabitants culture is to bring those
who have passed on to Crystal Lake and lay their body within,
the energy of the large crystals harnessing the bodies energy,
beautifully evaporating the physical within the warm waters
below. Nealon finally meeting Jamal's large family and both
seeing and feeling how honest and full of love their family is,
and they are, so in conclusion agrees to bring Jetna's body to
Crystal Lake and lay her in the water for her physical to
finally and peacefully rest, removing the necklace that her
mother had given her when a child and put around his neck, then
remembering the exact touch of her hair and skin, beauty of her
being, then finally letting her drift down to the lake's
glistening bottom to her body's final rest. Now alone, Nealon
has no alternative of escape, misses his family, his two lost
friends, more Jetna than Xavior, yet still thinks of him and
where he could be at this moment. Jamal and his family
understand now that Nealon has no family, and as he states are
on Tyrainia, so they commit to the best possible solution and
offer to take him in for the time until he can find a way home,
and so he does. Nealon begins his new life with Jamal, who soon
becomes his true best friend, as Jetna was to him and still is
within his spirit. What luck that Jamal's father is a
professional mechanic and ship constructor, this completely
comforting Nealon even more to move on stronger with his life
day by day. Jamal teaching Nealon how to Sky Stream, special air
boards designed by Jamal and his father personally to be able to
surf along the clouds above, literally living the fantasy of
walking on clouds. A double hinged board to calibrate body
weight at your own timing, quad stream shafts to generate eco
friendly air pressured gliding power through multiple currents
with both balance and style. Throughout the new life and
motivational uplift, Nealon decides to take up a personal
mission and build a starship of his own to return one day back
home to Tyrainia, Jamal dreaming to accompany him on his
journey, and so they did, when that final day had arrived 8
years later, both boys now young adults and ready say farewell
to their family and now journey their way back home, the ship a
success, a personal design by Nealon with Jamal's father's
teachings, its name, The N.N. Skystream, named both after Nealon
and Jamal's Sky Stream family invention, the ship's color a jade
green, a thin red line painted horizontally across the ship's
body, leading to the first N. of N.N. abbreviated on the tail
wing, Skystream painted in the sportive font that both Jamal and
his father have invented for their hope to be successful
franchise, Jamal bringing his board with him to universally
promote along his journeys with Nealon. They launch and

successfully blast off into the sky.
Along their route to Tyrainia, Jamal can't believe what his eyes
are seeing, his eyes encountering outer space for the first time
in his life, he has never left home farther then Bluefire city,
where Jamal and Nealon constantly voyaged to together in search
for certain needs, Jamal for his Sky Stream board, and Nealon
for parts for his starship, the planet's people extremely and
rarely kind into both selling and offering the two now well
known and mini famed travelers of Sand Dollar Town.
Finally arriving in Tyrainia, Nealon's first errand is to
deliver and return Jetna's neckless back to her home, yet Nealon
hesitates to give the only piece left of a beautiful friendship
in front of him, only a memory would be left, no more smell,
touch, or reminded feel, yet its only the right thing to do, her
father has no one left but himself, so the two continue their
way to where Jetna's family's home, a large home located on the
rolling mountains of Tyrain City's closest outskirts line. They
arrive and make their way to the home until both Nealon and
Jamal find out that no one no longer lives there, the house is
for sale, it seemed that stress and sadness have flooded Jetna's
father's body, leaving him either to leave or die alone, who
knows what had happened with one of Tyrainia's leading political
advisors. Destiny has spoken to Nealon to continue to keep hold
of Jetna's neckless and for the first time, wraps it around his
neck, for her father is now with both her and her mother in the
sky. Next is Nealon's parents, the thought of voyaging to his
family home on Tyrainia sits utterly uncomfortable and extremely
unsure, he hasn't truly ever had the best relationship with his
parents, to them business and wealth spoke on the first place
podium before Nealon, who stood on second. Nealon only ever knew
his parents, not his grandparents, nor any uncles or aunts, yet
they still are his parents and the natural instinct of missing
the touch of his own blood will always shine within, this
through anyone. Making a decision, the two make their way to the
NoonSky transport main dock, and upon arrival, they find out
that it had been closed down, another company has replaced the
intergalactically famous cargo transportation system. Nealon's
father had personally closed down the company, for he strictly
only wanted family to continue their empire, not state,
government, nor planet. Nealon wasn't home in order to have
continued what his ancestors had started, nor is their any sign
or news of the whereabouts of his parents. A property guard at
the NoonSky Transport Bay told Nealon that the owner of the
company had left Tyrainia a few years ago as Nealon asked
without defining who he was in relationship with his parents to
get a honest answer from the guard. After speaking with the

property guard, Nealon and Jamal sneak their way around the bays
cliffside walling, the very same place where Nealon had entered
when he was younger with both Jetna and Xavior. The two make
their way through the now aged air hull tunnel into the hollow
cargo hanger, where the massive cargo liners sit docked one
along side the other in order according to use and system.
Nealon takes in a moment to look at everything his family had
built for him to now carry on, a slight shimmer of tears glisten
within his eyes as he absorbes the beauty of the strong and
defiant freighters that sit with honer in front of him. He and
Jamal make their way into Nealon's father's head office to
discover through his father's secret safety compartment, located
beneath stone carved sundial on the floor below, the Noon Family
will written and signed by Nealon's father himself in dedication
to his son Nealon Ryhn Noon. Nealon reads the papers, the
headlining of the will reads,
"To my son Nealon Ryhn Noon, From your father, Richard Brine
Noon, Nealon, I know you have found this letter, the decision is
in your hands now, Always, your father."
Nealon then turns the page and notices a encoded private
navigation path in direction for his home planet as the first
step to retrieving the family vault, the second step will appear
more clear when retrieving the first step at 100% understanding.
Laying below the papers is a C.D.I.C. (Compact Disc Information
Card), similar to that of Xavior's, when they were younger and
used it to locate Xaviors uncle in the holding station. The
C.D.I.C. can only function properly when inserted into a Drive
Reader as well with the correct fingerprint matching, of course
Nealon's father had opened a Nealon Ryhn Noon file in the
C.D.I.C. containing both his complete alias and existence,
including the needed finger print. He scans his father's extra
secure directions as he takes the will and the pen next to it,
he then re-rotates the stone sundial carving back into place as
if no one had ever entered, the two leave the office. Jamal and
Nealon properly remove one of the Drive Readers from one of the
docked freighters to install into the N.N. Skystream, for the
Skystream is built basic with functions only proper for flight
travel.
Finally, the two decide to Leave Tyrainia and begin onto their
new and first destination out of the encoded path, Nealon's home
planet, E-Starr, but before they start up their engines and
leave Tyrainia, they park on a hill peak, located just below Mt.
Tyrain, just ahead and above in the near distance stands the
Royal Tyrain Family Palace, and below, the capital city of
Tyrainia, Tyrain City. These high rolling hills are renown in
all of Tyrainia, but stand the most elegant here at the base of
their tectonic leader, Mt. Tyrain. Jamal surfs just nearby,

above, and around their parked location, hoping that people from
the city below will notice his air streams to promote his board,
Nealon sits in his ships exterior con-caved radar scanner,
reading the record book of his family's will and map with the
directions to where Nealon must travel to, marking notes with
the pen from the stone safe. Nealon takes his eyes off of the
paper for just a few seconds, notices Jamal fly by above and
attempt to pull a stunt on his Skystream, but fails as he nearly
looses grip, but regains calibration, having Nealon chuckle to
himself until something else in the near distance catches his
eye. Parked on another peak hill a few hundred meters away he
spots a tall figure standing outside from another ship, a much
larger ship. The figure young, and definitely of male status,
carrying a strong physical build, the same goes for the figure's
ship, a mini freight flyer, the smaller model of transport
freighter, yet this one seems custom. Just as Nealon begins to
stare at the figure from far away, it seems to Nealon that the
figure turns to stare back at him, almost as if he has known him
from sometime before. Just then, Jamal streaming by in front of
Nealon breaks the moment between Nealon and the distant figure,
Jamal yelling to Nealon that he finally mastered the stunt he
failed at from before. He attempts again as Nealon watches, but
this time crashes down onto the grass below them, not off of the
cliff side. Nealon this time seems a bit worried if Jamal has no
injuries or anything under that matter, and no is the answer as
Jamal lifts his hand up in air with a thumbs up as he picks
himself up off of the ground, Nealon smiles, just then a ship
flies above the two, both Jamal and Nealon look up at the
passerbyer, Nealon noticing that it was the ship from the figure
he had stared at seconds ago. Nealon found that ship and the
figure piloting it strangely and maybe, just maybe familiar, but
doesn't give too much attention to it. Jamal approaches Nealon
and Nealon tells him its time to go. The two leave Tyrainia in
direction now for Nealon's home planet.
Along the way to E-Starr, Nealon and Jamal find out that they
are being followed as they enter a fogged nebula not knowing
that the nebula is jam packed with large slow moving asteroids.
Massive thunder strikes roar throughout the sea of mist. The
ship following them seems utterly familiar to Nealon until he
then realizes that it is the same ship that he saw at the peak
hills of Mt. Tyrain. Its a raw glide through the hazed sea as
both ships decelerate into low gear, thrusters inactive, rear
glide foils retracted as they both pull up, down, and around the
herd of massive asteroids. All radar and communication systems
shut down due to the nebulas thick atmosphere, causing 100%
static interfearance through all electronic maneuvers. They
unbelievably encounter Sidorous X (Xavior S Tyrain) for the

first time in a long time, now older and commanding his own crew
of operators following after Xavior's uncle, his right hand
guard and new closest friend, Victor Helmus, son of Cyron Helmus
(Sidorous
Tyrain's
first
bodyguard),
Rashtank
Bagonaway
(Xavior's heavy bodyguard), and another young man around the
same age of Xavior known as Mr. Brighton (Xavior's first and
only business associate). A situation occurs causing Nealon and
Jamal to forcefully seperate due to a nearly hostile situation,
Nealon escaping as well as Jamal, both not knowing where each is
going. Xavior and his crew loosing track of the N.N. Skystream,
a near point disaster.
Months pass.
One foggy evening on the planet Tyrainia in Tyrain City, Nealon
spots Sidorous X's ship (Xavior S. Tyrain), he pursues and
notices that he is attempting a hostile infiltration into the
palace, followed by a kidnapping. The kidnapping aimed to
retrieve his Territory Crest that was never handed to him before
leaving for the academy when he was young, instead handed down
to his brother, Laurence Tyrain's (Now king of Planet Tyrainia)
daughter, Princess Talia Tyrain, Sidorous X's niece. The
kidnapping is a failure when Nealon intercepts firing onto X's
ship, nearly killing one of X's crew men (Victor) and causing
Princess Talia to fall into the palace gardens below. The palace
security finally enters firing onto X's freighter. X's crew
returns fire at both the offensive palace security and Nealon's
ship, which is badly hit by X's freighter's exterior armory,
forcing Nealon to decrease altitude and lower into the palace
gardens below just after Princess Talia. X's crew finally
escape, the palace security squad all shot down but one, Jeff
Staller (Head of Tyrain Palace Security). His best friend and
right hand man dies in front of his eyes, causing him to snap
and go after the ship he had seen fall below (Nealon's N.N.
Skystream), having as well seen Princess Talia fall before in
the sme direction towards the palace gardens below. Nealon exits
his ship, checks his status then notices a glistening metal
object on the ground ahead of him (Princess Talia's Territory
Crest), when he picks it up he encounters Princess Talia face to
face for the first time. Jeff mistaking Nealon for one X's crew
members interrupts their meeting downstairs firing down onto the
voices he hears (Nealon and Talia). A fire arm battle commences
where
weapons
are
jammed,
rapid
fire
cross
fire,
misunderstandings, finally a solution reaches out where Princess
Talia knows that the only way to track down Sidorous X and find
her kidnapped father is to accompany Nealon Noon, as well not
knowing who is firing at them through the fog, even if it is
Jeff, both the Princess and Nealon think it is one of X's crew

members. The two blast off leaving Jeff behind. During their
flight questions are asked and characters are formed (Flashback
description of both Nealon and Talia's lives are exchanged,
Nealon more than Talia). Back on Planet Tyrainia in the Palace's
main and heavily gathered assembly hall, the queen awards Jeff
Staller with a medal, who refuses it and decides to quit his
work at the palace, instead he takes up the sole decision to
make his way after Nealon Noon, who he thought had kidnapped
Princess Talia. He gathers his gear, weapons (His handgun,
automated machine rifle, and long range rifle of his best friend
that had died in front of him), prepares his smaller starship,
and makes his way traveling to search and hunt down the crew who
had killed his best and most close friend. Nealon reunites with
Jamal along his search for Sidorous with Talia's information on
where he might be headed, The Royal Tyrain Family safety vault
(A top of the line security complex based into the belly of a
massive artificial asteroid, within its large crater sit
boosters in case of location cahnger, the structure as well
contains a high end cloaking device, the strongest their is).
Jamal now having successful business with the Skystream board,
decides to join Nealon, carrying along his much newer model of
his old now transformed Skystream board, for the adventures when
they were young together sit priceless, his father and siblings
watching over the family business as he departs with Nealon and
the new member Talia. During their journey, they encounter many
faces including clues to both Sidorous X and Nealon's goal he is
still uncovering to retrieve the rights to his family company.
Jeff finally catches up with the group, a near hostile situation
occurs until he realizes that the princess is in good hands and
Nealon is a good guy, as well the fact that he is chasing after
the same man both Jeff and Talia are after, Sidorous X, leading
Jeff to the decision of joining their group. In the second to
last episode (Episode 4), both Jeff and Nealon infiltrate X's
ship, uncloacked, but are finally triggered up against X's crew
arriving at the conclusion of Jeff's death, who doesn't fall
alone, but takes Mr. brighton out with him. Nealon arrives
seconds too late and escapes the ship in time before being hit
himself. Jeff dies in front of his new and family built
friendship of the N.N. crew. Arriving at our final destination
at Episode 5, The end of our story takes place on the Royal
Tyrain Family's Safety Vault, where the mini series previews its
largest most suspenseful and impactive gun battle contained
within the multiple differently designed layers of the massive
vaults confines, involving the deaths of Rashtank Bagonaway,
Victor Helmus, Sidorous X (Xavior S. Tyrain), and Nealon Noon.
Both Princess Talia and Jamal escape in tears, destroyed from
the loss of their best friend.

A few months have passed.
Princess Talia has returned to Tyrainia and was throned the
youngest queen in the history of the Royal Tyrain Family, and
her first movement as Queen Of Tyrainia, she re-opened the Noon
Sky Tranport Company under dedication to Nealon Ryhn Noon.
Jamal's Skystream business finally opening as an international
sport sits now based on two planets, his home planet Solflare
and Tyrainia, where now Queen Talia assisted him with his
promotion. The N.N. Skystream sits statued in memory in front of
the Tyrainia based Skystream Corperation Bureau where people can
read a sign, "In Dedication to a man that our generation should
grow to both learn of and understand, Nealon Ryhn Noon, Last
leader of the Noon Sky Transport Company".
END
(Episode layout and understanding)
Enter-The Adventure Of Nealon Noon-Episode 1(Read the script,
introduces Nealon Noon, Princess Talia, Chicken, Xavior's
brother now older-King Laurence Tyrain, and Jeff Staller)
The Adventures Of Nealon Noon-Episodes 2 (Describing first half
of synopsis above described through Nealon Noon's narrated
flashback, then continue with present time continuation)
The Adventures Of Nealon Noon-Episode 3 (Describing second half
of synopsis above described through Nealon Noon's narrated
flashback, then continue with present time continuation)
The Adventures Of Nealon Noon-Episode 4 (Continuation present
time)
The Adventures Of Nealon Noon-Episode 5 (Continuation of present
time and the conclusion)
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